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Tra Publishing creates beautifully 
crafted books that celebrate 
art in all its forms, as well as its 
creators. At Tra, each book is a 
unique experience, meticulously 
designed and fabricated in 
response to and with utmost 
respect for its contents. Tra works 
closely and often collaboratively 
with artists and writers to create 
books about fine and decorative 
arts, architecture, and design 
that inspire social, cultural, 
and environmental awareness. 
Particular emphasis is placed on 
the physical components of the 
bookmaking process, resulting 
in books that are works of art and 
modes of expression in and 
of themselves. 
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Tra was founded in 2016 in Miami by Swiss-born graphic designer 
and author Ilona Oppenheim. The publishing company builds on 
twenty years of graphic design excellence through Ilona Creative 
Studio, Oppenheim’s creative consultancy firm. The impetus for Tra 
was to create beautiful, substantial, and special books that readers 
experience physically, as opposed to digitally. “In today’s world 
of excess and technology, we believe that the tactile process of 
holding and reading a book is a mindful experience that creates a 
real connection to life,” Oppenheim says. “We want our readers to 
appreciate details such as the beauty of color on paper, and we want 
people to share these books with their friends and family.” 

Tra’s design aesthetic is one of restraint; the images and words on  
the pages take precedence. Tra’s award-winning designers treat 
each title as an entirely original expression—in essence, there is no 
typical Tra book. The firm works with carefully selected bookmakers 
around the world and places a premium on ethical bookmaking 
practices and materials. Once a book is published, the relationship 
continues: Tra goes beyond traditional publicity practices to bring 
the contents of each title to life in additional ways, such as through 
exhibitions, events, and workshops. 

Tra is passionate about books, and passionate about the contribution 
each book can make. As part of that commitment, portions of 
proceeds from many of Tra’s titles are donated to environmental,  
arts, and activist organizations. 
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Octopuses Have Zero Bones: 
A Counting Book About Our 
Amazing World
by Anne Richardson • Illustrated Andrea Antinori

Publication Date | September 27, 2022 | Trade edition

Hardcover » Smyth Sewn Binding 

68 Pages 

Color Illustrations Throughout 

9.25 x 12 in. 

$19.99 ($25.67 CAN) 

978-1-7353115-2-4 

Reading Age: 6 - 9 years

This book has been translated  
into the following languages: 
Complex Chinese, simplified Chinese,  
Italian, German, French (France),  
French (Canada), Spanish,  
Catalan, Greek, Korean.

Anne Richardson is an author of 
experiences that kindle your curiosity. In her 
work, everything in the world is astonishing 
and worthy of our attention, from a drop 
of rain to the way we figure things out 
together. She is the senior director of Global 
Collaborations at the Exploratorium, San 
Francisco, where she works with partners 
worldwide to imagine and create new science 
centers and other extraordinary learning 
experiences. Richardson holds a PhD and 
an MS in environmental studies from Antioch 
University New England, and a BA in art 
history from Northwestern University. She 
lives in the San Francisco Bay Area with her 
family, including two little explorers.

Andrea Antinori is an award-winning 
illustrator based in Bologna, Italy. Since he 
was a child, he has loved animals and he 
has loved to draw them. His favorite animal 
changes all the time. He likes octopuses very 
much, but right now, lemurs are the creatures 
he loves most. He wrote and illustrated 
the book On the Lives of Lemurs: A Short 
Treatise on Natural History. Other books he 
has illustrated include A Book about Whales 
and The Great Battle, the latter of which 
has received major international awards 
including: 2019 Best International Illustrated 
Book at the China Shanghai International 
Children's Book Fair, 2017 Selected Illustrator 
for Exhibition at the Bologna Children’s Book 
Fair, 2017 Premio Andersen's Best Book 
for 6-9 Year Olds, and 2015-2016 IBBY 
Honor List.

Do you wonder…
How many bones an octopus has?
How many breaths you take a day?
How many moons Mars has?
How many miles a trip to the moon and back is? 

The answers to these questions appear in this 
book—along with many more amazing facts that 
celebrate the numbers zero to nine and powers 
of ten. Starting with zero instead of one, this 
whimsical, fact-filled counting book will delight 
readers of all ages. Combining elements of 
traditional and advanced counting books with a 
sense of wonder and curiosity about the world, 
Octopuses Have Zero Bones encourages young 
readers to fall in love with numbers and the world 
around them. The book’s layered content offers 
an easy and attractive point of entry as well as 
the possibility to explore and understand more at 
multiple levels.

An unconventional, engaging, and delightful 
counting book for curious minds that playfully uses 
numbers as an entry-point to discover the amazing, 
diverse, fact-filled world of wonders all around us. 
The book focuses on the numbers zero to nine and 
powers of ten counterparts of ten to nine billion.
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The Penguin Who Was Cold
by Philip Giordano

Publication Date | October 25, 2022 | Trade edition
Hardcover  » Smyth Sewn Binding 
48 Pages  
Color Illustrations Throughout 
8.57 x 12 in.  
$18.99 ($24.38 CAN) 
978-1-7353115-1-7 
Reading Age: 3 - 6 years

This book has been translated into  
the following languages: 
Dutch, Korean, Complex Chinese, Italian,  
Basque, Simplified Chinese, Russian

Philip Giordano was born in 1980 in 
Savona, Italy. After studying art in Milan and 
Turin, he began working as an illustrator for 
children’s books and magazines, cartoons, 
and toy design. He spent six years in 
Tokyo, partly because of his Asian origins, 
but also because he has always loved the 
Japanese culture, particularly the Studio 
Ghibli animations. Giordano’s picture books 
have been translated into several languages. 
He has won multiple awards, including 
the International Award for Illustration at 
the Bologna Book Fair in 2010, the 2017 
Andersen Prize for the best book for 0–6 
year-olds, and Taiwan’s best young readers’ 
book of the year in 2021.

The Penguin Who Was Cold is an endearing tale of 

a young penguin named Milo who does not want to 

dive into the icy water of the pack ice to catch fish.

Unlike his comrades, he stays put, standing alone 

at the edge of the ice and contemplating the cold 

sea. When a whale appears and offers to take him 

on a trip, Milo readily accepts. It is the beginning of 

a fabulous journey. In the faraway South Seas, Milo 

is amazed by the colors, the warmth of the water 

and the air, and most of all the friendly welcome he 

receives from the tropical animals who accept him 

and then give a precious and symbolic gift.

A poignant and non-didactic exploration of 

difference, self-acceptance, the power of 

friendship, and inner strength. Milo is a penguin 

who, unlike the other penguins, does not like the 

cold. When he takes a chance and goes on a trip

to a faraway place where it’s warm, he finds friends

who accept him, and with their support he learns to

accept himself. When he returns home, he is even

able to befriend others who are different.

*Andersen prize for the best book for 0 - 6 year-olds
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The Lives of Lemurs:  
An Unnatural History
by Andrea Antinori  

Publication Date | October 25, 2022 | Trade edition
Hardcover  » Smyth Sewn Binding 
56 Pages 
7.35 x 10 in. 
$19.99 ($25.67 CAN) 
978-1-7353115-4-8 
Reading Age: 4 - 8 years

This book has been translated into  
the following languages: 
Italian 

Andrea Antinori is an award-winning 
illustrator based in Bologna, Italy. Since he 
was a child, he has loved animals and he
has loved to draw them. His favorite animal 
changes all the time. Right now, lemurs are 
the creatures he loves most. Other books he 
has illustrated include A Book about Whales 
and The Great Battle, the latter of which 
has received major international awards 
including: 2019 Best International Illustrated 
Book at the China Shanghai International 
Children's Book Fair, 2017 Selected Illustrator 
for Exhibition at the Bologna Children’s Book 
Fair, 2017 Premio Andersen's Best Book 
for 6-9 Year Olds, and 2015-2016 IBBY 
Honor List

Have you ever heard a lemur sing? Did you 

know that in the morning lemurs sunbathe while 

doing yoga and worshiping the sun? And some 

can even levitate. In this whimsical, fictional 

take on lemurs, which incorporates many 

true facts, award-winning writer and illustrator 

Andrea Antinori amusingly chronicles the 

history, habits, and quirks of one of the most 

unusual animals on the planet. The lemurs’ 

story begins fifty million years ago, when 

they left Africa on the back of a sperm whale 

and landed in Madagascar (maybe)…and the 

rest is an unnatural history. Comprehensive 

educational backmatter presents amazing (and 

true) facts about these incredible and seriously 

endangered animals.
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Private Beach: No 
Platypuses Allowed!
by Sophie Lescaut • Illustrated by Romina Martí 

Publication Date | June 5, 2022 | Trade edition
Hardcover  » Smyth Sewn Binding 
32 Pages 
Color Illustrations Throughout 
9.8 x 8.8 in. 
$18.99 ($24.38 CAN) 
978-1-7347618-8-7 
Reading Age: 4 - 8 years

This book has been translated into  
the following languages: French

Sopie Lescaut is a speech therapist 
originally trained in philosophy. The former 
catalyzed her interest in sound and the 
rhythm of words. She lives in Paris with 
her family and is the author of several 
children’s books.

Romina Martí is an award-winning illustrator 
and motion graphics artist who lives in a 
village near Barcelona. Romina combines 
her work in publishing with Musta, a graphic 
design studio she and her partner founded 
in 2015, which has illustration and animation 
at its heart. She has illustrated several 
children's books, including the Animal 
Builders series, ¡Ya vooooy!, which has been 
translated into several languages, Contes per 
ser lliures, a collaboration with the Catalan 
Association for Civil Rights, and La Mariona 
i la Menjanits, for which she was selected for 
the Bratislava Illustration Biennale in 2019. 
She has a strong interest in animation and 
plans to pursue this new creative path in the 
near future.

An inspiring, large-hearted picture book 

that takes on issues of inclusion, bullying, 

determination, and peaceful resolution in a 

humorous, touching, and deeply relatable way, 

this witty, wise, and timeless tale follows the 

adventures of a lovable family of platypuses.

It’s a perfect day for the beach, and Mrs. Duck-

billed Platypus, her seven children, and her egg 

set off for an outing by the sea. But all

does not go as planned. One beach does not

allow beaks. The next does not permit fur. The

platypus gang is turned away again and again,

but Mrs. Duck-billed Platypus remains calm

and determined to provide her offspring with a

beautiful beach experience.

On their journey, the platypuses meet many 

other animals in the same situation. Does Mrs. 

Duck-billed Platypus save the day for herself, 

her children, and all of the other animals?
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The Rare, Tiny Flower
by Kitty O’Meara • Illustrated by Quim Torres 

Publication Date | June 28, 2022 | Trade edition
Hardcover  » Smyth Sewn Binding 
40 Pages 
Color Illustrations Throughout 
9.25 x 12 in. 
$18.99 ($25.99 CAN) 
978-1-7347618-2-5 
Reading Age: 4 - 8 years

This book has been translated 
into the following languages: 
German, Korean, Arabic and Hebrew

The Rare, Tiny Flower is a beautifully produced 

picture book that explores themes of difference, 

divisiveness, tolerance, and unity as well as the 

agency of children through rhyming verse and 

deeply felt illustrations.

The poem features a mysterious flower that

looks different to each viewer, which leads to

strife as everyone insists that their vision is

“right.” Leaders and even botanists are unable

to agree on the nature of the flower—it takes a

young girl to point out that the flower is, in fact,

quite multidimensional. Remarkably, she has the 

ability to be heard by the squabbling masses, 

who then see beyond their fighting and commit 

to connecting with one another.

This timely and timeless tale by Kitty O’Meara, 

like her best-selling book about the pandemic, 

And the People Stayed Home, offers wisdom 

relevant to difficult current situations and 

provides hope for resolution and growth.

Kitty O’Meara lives near Madison, 
Wisconsin, with her husband, Phillip 
Hagedorn, their five rescue dogs, two cats, 
gardens, and books. Formerly a middle 
school writing and literature teacher and 
hospital and hospice chaplain, she is 
currently a spiritual director and has been a 
lifelong writer and artist. She has been called 
“the poet laureate of the pandemic” based 
on her wildly popular, widely circulated, and 
hopeful poem about the Covid-19 pandemic. 
That poem is illustrated and presented 
in book form in And the People Stayed 
Home, her first print book, published by Tra 
Publishing. The Rare, Tiny Flower will be her 
second published print book. 

Quim Torres is an award-winning illustrator 
and author based in Barcelona. He has 
illustrated several children’s books, including 
the recent titles Alera i Perot, How Grandpa 
Disappeared, Quel mari pour Jolie souris?, 
Contes et légendes d’Espagne, and Tant de 
gust senyor Calders, and he is the author 
of the middle grade novel Constel·lacions, 
forthcoming from Babulinka Books in 2021. 
He has studied art as healing and Gestalt 
psychology, and he teaches workshops in 
which drawing becomes a means of self-
discovery.

* World Illustration Award 2022
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Amazing Artworks: The 
World’s Biggest, Oldest, Most 
Jaw-Dropping Creations
by Éva Bensard • Illustrated by Charlotte Molas

Publication Date | June 28, 2022 | Trade edition
Hardcover  » Smyth Sewn Binding 
44 Pages 
Color Illustrations Throughout 
8.75 x 12 in. 
$24.99 ($32.09 CAN) 
978-1-7347618-9-4 
Reading Age: 8 - 12 years

This book has been translated into the following languages: 
Chinese, Spanish, Russian, Italian, Greek

Éva Bensard is a writer and children’s book 
author specializing in art and architecture. 
Her work has been published by Amaterra, 
Place des Victoires, and DADA editions. Her 
book Coquillages et Cerfs-volants (Shells 
and Kites), published by La Martinière 
Jeunesse, won the Historia Youth Book Prize 
2019. In her books, poetry and travelers, art 
and history happily coexist.

Charlotte Molas first won over the press 
(Le Parisien) and various brands (Le Slip 
français) with her offbeat and playful images. 
Now, she has added children's books to her 
list of illustration credits. Her books include 
Vaches (Gallimard) and Sales temps pour 
les licornes (L’Agrume). She also contributes 
regularly to the magazine Georges. Charlotte 
lives and works in Paris and Biarritz.

All over the world, since Prehistoric times, 

human beings have been creating works of 

art that defy the imagination. Join countless 

painters, sculptors, and other artistic innovators 

in their quest for grandeur and beauty, and 

embark on a global journey to discover their 

most awe-inspiring, jaw-dropping masterpieces. 

Amazing Artworks is an original and fun way to 

explore the history of art and human creative 

expression. Look no further than this collection 

of the biggest, oldest, most amazing artworks 

throughout history.
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Publication Date | April 26, 2022 | Trade edition
Hardcover  » Smyth Sewn Binding 
32 Pages 
Color Illustrations Throughout 
10.354 x 11 in. 
$19.99 ($25.67 CAN) 
978-1-7347618-6-3 
Reading Age: 5 - 9 years

This book has been translated into the following languages: 
Spanish, Catalan, Polish, Lithuanian, French, Italian, Korean, 
Slovenian, German

Aina Bestard s an illustrator and textile 
designer who divides her time between 
Barcelona and Mallorca. As a little girl, her 
grandfather shared his artistic vocation with 
her by teaching her to draw. Bestard has 
studied graphic design and has worked for 
brands such as Miró Jeans, Women’s Secret, 
and Camper. Her beautifully illustrated 
children's books have been published around 
the world.

Books in her immensely successful What’s 
Hidden series have been published in more 
than a dozen countries, with over 200,000 
copies in print. Titles include What’s Hidden 
in the Woods?, What’s Hidden in the Sea?, 
and What’s Hidden in the Body. 

Her most recent book, Paisajes perdidos 
de la Tierra, has been translated into ten 
languages since its publication in 2021. It 
has been awarded the Prix Sorcières 21, one 
of the most prestigious literary awards in 
France,  and Best Illustrated Book of 2020  
by the Association of Booksellers of Northern 
Spain. It is also a finalist for the 2021 
Andersen Prize in Nonfiction.

This enchanting book invites readers to imagine 

themselves gazing at the night sky from different 

children’s rooms around the world. Hold the 

windows on each page up to a light source, 

and constellations magically appear—celestial 

creatures that roam the sky before dawn.

What’s Hidden in the Sky offers eight playful 

riddles that each suggest a different animal 

constellation hidden in the night sky, depending 

on the time of year and the viewer’s location 

around the globe. This utterly unique child’s-eye 

view of the stars overhead is sure to amaze and 

delight stargazers of all ages.

*2019: Awards: Serra d'Or Critics Award - Knowledge ( Naixements bestials )

*2018 : Junceda Awards - Children's Book Finalist ( Què s'amaga dins el cos humà? )

*2019: Junceda Awards – Non-fiction Book Finalist ( Naixements bestials )

*2018 : Associazioni Autori di Immagini - LYRA per le Belle Arti ( What's Hidden in the Body? )

What’s Hidden in The Sky  
by Aina Bestard

PLAY BOOK TRAILER

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vKxvkDyvpq0
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Planet Life: 
The Amazing History of Earth
by Aina Bestard • Museu de Ciencies Naturals in Barcelona

Publication Date | March 01, 2022 | Trade edition
Hardcover  » Smyth Sewn Binding 
60 Pages + 16 Pages Inserts + 6 Pages Flaps  
Color Illustrations Throughout 
13.18 x 9.6 in. 
$24.99 ($32.09 CAN) 
978-1-7347618-7-0 
Reading Age: 8 - 12 years

This book has been translated into the following languages: 
Spanish, Catalan, Korean, Turkish, Basque, Slovenian, Dutch, 
Polish, French, Italian, German, Simplified Chinese

Aina Bestard is an illustrator and textile 
designer who divides her time between 
Barcelona and Mallorca. As a little girl, her 
grandfather shared his artistic vocation with 
her by teaching her to draw. Bestard has 
studied graphic design and has worked for 
brands such as Miró Jeans, Women’s Secret, 
and Camper. Her beautifully illustrated 
children's books have been published 
around the world.

Books in her immensely successful What’s 
Hidden series have been published in more 
than a dozen countries, with over 200,000 
copies in print. Titles include What’s Hidden 
in the Woods?, What’s Hidden in the Sea?, 
and What’s Hidden in the Body. 

Her most recent book, Paisajes perdidos 
de la Tierra, has been translated into 10 
languages since its publication in 2021. It 
has been awarded the Prix Sorcières 21, one 
of the most prestigious literary awards in 
France, and Best Illustrated Book of 2020 by 
the Association of Booksellers of Northern 
Spain. It is also a finalist for the 2021 
Andersen Prize in Nonfiction.

 

Breathtaking illustrations bring billions of 

years of Earth’s fascinating history to life in 

this engaging and accessible book created in 

conjunction with Natural Science Museum of 

Barcelona.

What did Earth look like 300 million years ago? 

Page through this gorgeous book and travel 

back in time to discover the days when Earth 

was a very different place than it is today. 

In this cleverly designed book, readers can peel 

back the layers of history by lifting the flaps and 

vellum pages inside, and compare the plants 

and animals that lived in prehistoric landscapes 

with the fossils they left behind. The constantly 

evolving face of our planet comes to life, while 

the science behind Earth’s geology and climate 

is clearly explained.

Packed with fascinating illustrations, this is a 

wonderful introduction to the earliest single-

celled life forms to the mighty dinosaurs and 

onward to the first human beings.

*Andersen prize for the best book for 0 - 6 year-olds

*Prix Sorcières Award 21, France

PLAY BOOK TRAILER

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZRHj38jf_cs
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Little Professionals: 
I Am a Little Pastry Chef
by Mayumi Oono

Publication Date | March 22, 2022 | Trade edition
Hardcover  » Smyth Sewn Binding 
30 Pages Text + 2 Gatefolds + Case + 4 Cards + 6 Sticker Sheets 
 + 1 Envelope 
Color Illustrations Throughout 
8.6 x 8.6 in. 
$14.99 ($19.25 CAN) 
978-1-7347618-4-9 
Reading Age: 3 - 6 years

This book has been translated into the following languages: 
Spanish, Catalan, Hungarian

Mayumi Oono is a Japanese illustrator living 
in Tokyo. She was an editor and designer 
at a publishing company before becoming 
a freelance illustrator. Her designs, which 
stand out for their unique look, feel, and 
patterns, have appeared in advertisements, 
magazines, books, stationery, and textiles. 
Oono has been a fan of nonfiction books 
since childhood. She is fascinated by the 
possibilities of combining the artistic and 
the practical, and strives to create fun, 
educational, beautiful books for children.

I Am a Little Pastry Chef offers the budding 

baker a buffet of delectable cookies, towering 

cakes, and scrumptious custards, along with 

an envelope full of stickers shaped like cakes, 

cherries, strawberries and all sorts of delicious 

decoration. The mix of craft supplies, creativity, 

and imagination make the perfect recipe for 

tomorrow’s grown-up dessert designer.

Little kids are fascinated by the world of grown-

up work. Created by the talented Japanese 

illustrator Mayumi Oono, the Little Professionals 

series takes pretend play at grown-up careers 

in a fun and original direction, with special 

interactive features included with each book.

 

littleprofessionalsbooks.com
*Bologna Illustrator’s exhibition Selection 2017

*3x3. Professional Show Merit 2017

*Society of Illustrators Annual 60 2018

PLAY BOOK TRAILER

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WL1GAWUcJzs
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Little Professionals: 
I Am a Little Fashion Designer 
by Mayumi Oono

Publication Date | March 01, 2022 | Trade edition
Hardcover  » Smyth Sewn Binding 
30 Pages Text + 2 Gatefolds + Case + 4 Cards + 6 Sticker Sheets 
 + 1 Envelope 
Color Illustrations Throughout 
8.6 x 8.6 in. 
$14.99 ($19.25 CAN) 
978-1-7347618-4-9 
Reading Age: 3 - 6 years

This book has been translated into the following languages: 
Spanish, Catalan, Hungarian

Mayumi Oono is a Japanese illustrator living 
in Tokyo. She was an editor and designer 
at a publishing company before becoming 
a freelance illustrator. Her designs, which 
stand out for their unique look, feel, and 
patterns, have appeared in advertisements, 
magazines, books, stationery, and textiles. 
Oono has been a fan of nonfiction books 
since childhood. She is fascinated by the 
possibilities of combining the artistic and 
the practical, and strives to create fun, 
educational, beautiful books for children.

Fabrics, patterns, and more—I Am a Little 

Fashion Designer offers the budding stylist a 

chance to experiment with dresses, outfits, 

and costumes. A veritable sewing-box worth of 

accompanying stickers are shaped like pockets, 

laces, zippers, and bow ties. The combination 

of craft supplies, creativity, and imagination 

will help pave the way for tomorrow’s show-

stopping runway stars.

Little kids are fascinated by the world of grown-

up work. Created by the talented Japanese 

illustrator Mayumi Oono, the Little Professionals 

series takes pretend play at grown-up careers 

in a fun and original direction, with special 

interactive features included with each book. 

 

littleprofessionalsbooks.com

*Bologna Illustrator’s exhibition Selection 2017

*3x3. Professional Show Merit 2017

*Society of Illustrators Annual 60 2018

PLAY BOOK TRAILER

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kdCoql5Jbhg&t=1s
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Sweet People Are Everywhere
by Alice Walker • Illustrated by Quim Torres 

Publication Date | November 2, 2021 | Trade edition
Hardcover  » Smyth Sewn Binding 
48 Pages 
Color Illustrations Throughout 
10.25 x 10.25 in. 
$18.99 ($24.38 CAN) 
978-1-7347618-1-8 
Reading Age: 4 - 8 years

This book has been translated into  
the following languages: 
Korean, Portuguese

Alice Walker is a distinguished author and 
activist who has written dozens of books, 
including novels, poems, essays, short 
stories, and children’s books. She was 
the first African American woman to win a 
Pulitzer Prize for fiction, for her novel The 
Color Purple, which also won the National 
Book Award in 1983. Walker’s other books 
include The Third Life of Grange Copeland, 
The Temple of My Familiar, and Possessing 
the Secret of Joy. More than fifteen million 
copies of her books have been sold, and 
her work has been translated into more than 
two dozen languages. As an activist, Walker 
focuses on issues of inequality, poverty, and 
social injustice. 

Quim Torres is an award-winning illustrator 
and author based in Barcelona. He has 
illustrated several children’s books, including 
the recent titles Alera i Perot, How Grandpa 
Disappeared, Quel mari pour Jolie souris?, 
Contes et légendes d’Espagne, and Tant de 
gust senyor Calders, and he is the author 
of the middle grade novel Constel·lacions, 
forthcoming from Babulinka Books in 2021. 
He has studied art as healing and Gestalt 
psychology, and he teaches workshops  
in which drawing becomes a means of self-
discovery.

Sweet People Are Everywhere, an illustrated book 
for children ages 4–8 (and readers of all ages) by 
internationally renowned writer and activist Alice 
Walker, focuses on a common thread of the “sweet 
people” who can be found all over the world. The 
poem addresses a young boy getting his first 
passport, taking the boy—and the reader—on 
a journey through a series of countries around 
the globe. The poem is a powerful celebration of 
humanity and globalism, embodying a generosity of 
spirit that is inspiring, timely, and timeless. 

The evocative free verse poem was first published in 
Walker’s 2018 poetry collection Taking the Arrow Out 
of the Heart, winner of the NAACP Image Award for 
Outstanding Literary Work. Library Journal praised 
the book for its “poems of love and hope” and, in 
a starred review, Booklist commended Walker’s 
“prodding wisdom of an elder suggesting that we 
can cope by taking comfort in beauty, friendship, and 
human kindness; by always expressing gratitude; and 
by turning inward to hold ourselves accountable for 
what we contribute.”

Sweet People Are Everywhere is Walker’s sixth book 
for children, and it explores and builds on some of 
the same themes as her 2007 title Why War Is Never 
a Good Idea; her first children’s book was Langston 
Hughes: American Poet (1974).

PLAY BOOK TRAILER

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pDhm6gvKa9M
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And the People Stayed Home  
by Kitty O’Meara • Illustrated by Stefano Di Cristofaro & Paul Pereda

Publication Date | November 10, 2022 | Trade edition
Hardcover  » Smyth Sewn Binding 
44 Pages 
Color Illustrations Throughout 
8.75 x 12 in. 
$24.99 ($32.09 CAN) 
978-1-7347618-9-4 
Reading Age: 4 - 8 years

This book has been translated into the following languages: 
German, Australian, Korean

Kitty O’Meara lives near Madison, Wisconsin, 
with her husband, Phillip Hagedorn, their five 
rescue dogs, two cats, gardens, and books. 
Formerly a middle school writing and literature 
teacher and hospital and hospice chaplain, she 
is currently a spiritual director and has been a 
lifelong writer and artist. She has been called 
“the poet laureate of the pandemic” based 
on her wildly popular, widely circulated, and 
hopeful poem about the Covid-19 pandemic. 
That poem is illustrated and presented in book 
form in And the People Stayed Home, her first 
print book, published by Tra Publishing. The 
Rare, Tiny Flower will be her second published 
print book. 

Stefano Di Cristofaro is an award-winning 
illustrator. He has illustrated the children’s 
books Conejo y conejo, Guachipira va de viaje, 
and La Sayona y otros cuentos de espantos. 
Conejo y conejo was awarded the 2019 People's 
Choice Award from the Golden Pinwheel 
Young Illustrators Competition at the Shanghai 
International Children's Book Fair and a 2019 
Best Children's Books by Banco del Libro. 
Guachipira va de viaje was selected as one of the 
2017 White Ravens books by the Internationale 
Jugendbibliothek (International Youth Library) in 
Munich.

Paul Pereda  is an illustrator who has primarily 
worked in video game development and 
trading card games with clients such as Disney, 
Nickelodeon, Atari, and MTV. Born in Venezuela, 
he now lives in Madrid. He has been passionate 
about drawing since he was a child; his mother 
carried drawing supplies everywhere they went 
to keep him busy and calm.

And the People Stayed Home is a picture book 

for children (and readers of all ages) by Kitty 

O’Meara, featuring her hopeful prose poem 

about the global coronavirus pandemic. The 

poem suggests there is meaning to be found in 

our experience of the coronavirus and conveys 

an optimistic message about the possibility 

of profound healing for people and the planet. 

Written by O’Meara in March 2020, the piece 

immediately went viral. It has been so widely 

shared through social media, news media, and 

by influencers such as Deepak Chopra that 

O’Meara, a former teacher and chaplain and 

currently a spiritual director, has been called “the 

poet laureate of the pandemic.”

The poem has resonated with people nationally 

and internationally in profound and sometimes 

surprising ways. In addition to going viral, it has 

already been translated into multiple languages, 

been the subject of many videos, and inspired 

musicians in countries across the globe to set it 

to music.*Silver medalist, Florida Authors & Publishers 

Association President's Book Awards

PLAY BOOK TRAILER

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wi0rrkLPayQ
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Intuitive Alphabet - Trade Edition 
by Michele Oka Doner

Publication Date | May 7, 2019 | Trade edition
Paperback » French-Fold Binding 
98 Page 
56 Color Photographs 
Forest Stewardship Council Certified Paper 
5.75 x 8.25 in. 
$21.95 ($28.18 CAN) 
978-0-9986931-0-1

Michele Oka Doner is an internationally 
renowned artist whose production 
encompasses sculpture, prints, drawings, 
furniture, jewelry, public art, functional 
objects, video, costume and set design, 
and artist’s books. She is well known for 
such permanent art installations as Flight at 
Reagan International Airport and A Walk on 
the Beach at Miami International Airport. Oka 
Doner’s work is found in the collections of 
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Whitney 
Museum of American Art, The Art Institute of 
Chicago, and the Victoria & Albert Museum.

Intuitive Alphabet is, literally, a gift from the sea, 

like life itself. Michele Oka Doner grew up in 

Miami Beach combing the sand for treasures—

shells, stones, coral—that formed her own 

alphabet well before she knew how to read. In 

this book, an homage to that world of discovery, 

the renowned artist shows us the glyphic forms 

embedded in the treasures she has collected 

during a lifetime of walks on the beach. Intuitive 
Alphabet is both an artist’s book and, yes, an 

alphabet book, one which conveys a profound 

message about looking and seeing. On an even 

deeper level, Intuitive Alphabet offers insights 

into the way in which language has evolved and 

is learned.

Minimal text, handwritten by the artist, is paired 

with photographs of sea objects that represent 

forms, such as “A is for Animal," and "S is 

for Spiral.” The result is a thoroughly original, 

evocative, and thought-provoking work that 

underscores the connection between humans 

and nature.
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Lair: Radical Homes and 
Hideouts of Movie Villains 
by Chad Oppenheim & Andrea Gollin

Publication Date | November 5, 2019 | Trade edition
Hardcover  » Smyth Sewn Binding 
296 Pages 
Silver Foil Stamping 
200+ Photographs, Architectural Illustrations, & Renderings 
9.2 x 13 in. 
$75.00 ($95.91 CAN) 
978-1-7322978-6-9

Chad Oppenheim is a Miami-based 
architect whose work has been praised for 
its ability to transform the prosaic into the 
poetic. A graduate of Cornell University and  
a Fellow of the American Institute of 
Architects, Oppenheim has lectured widely 
and has taught at several architecture 
schools, including Harvard University’s 
Graduate School of Design. In 1999, he 
founded Oppenheim Architecture (Miami, 
Basel, New York), which has garnered global 
recognition for largescale urban architecture, 
hotels and resorts, private residences, 
interiors, and furnishings. Oppenheim 
Architecture has received more than seventy 
industry awards and distinctions, including 
the Silver Medal for Design, the highest 
distinction bestowed by the Miami Chapter 
of the American Institute of Architects, and 
the Cooper Hewitt 2018 National Design 
Award. The firm’s work has been featured in 
numerous publications, including The New 
York Times and Architectural Record. 

Andrea Gollin is an editor, publishing 
consultant, and writer. She has edited 
dozens of books and exhibitions catalogues, 
including Robert Winthrop Chanler: 
Discovering the Fantastic (The Monacelli 
Press). She is a graduate of Princeton 
University and received an MFA from the 
writing program at University of Virginia. Her 
journalism, book reviews, and fiction have 
been widely published in outlets including 
The Washington Post, Newsday, Salon, Miami 
Herald, and Entertainment Weekly.

From Atlantis in The Spy Who Loved Me to Nathan 
Bateman's ultra-modern abode in Ex Machina, big-screen 
villains tend to live in architectural splendor. The villain’s 
lair, as popularized in many of our favorite movies, is much 
more than where the megalomaniac goes to get some rest. 
Instead, the homes of the villains are places where evil is 
plotted and where, often, the hero is tested and must prove 
him/herself. Like evil itself, the abodes of movie villains 
are frequently compelling and seductive. From a design 
standpoint, they tend to be stunning, sophisticated, envy-
inducing expressions of the warped drives and desires 
of their occupants. Lair, the first title in Tra Publishing's 
Design + Film series, celebrates and considers several 
iconic villain’s lairs from recent film history. The book, 
strikingly designed in silver ink on black paper, explores 
the architectural design of these structures through 
architectural illustrations and renderings, photographs, 
essays, film analyses, interviews, and more. 

Editorial contributors include Chad Oppenheim, Michael 
Mann, Sir Christopher Frayling, Joseph Rosa, Amy Murphy, 
Andrea Gollin, and Phillip Valys. Architectural illustrations 
and renderings are by Carlos Fueyo. Highlights include 
interviews with  production designers, directors, and 
other industry professionals such as Ralph Eggleston, 
Mark Digby, Richard Donner, Roger Christian, David 
Scheunemann, and Gregg Henry, along with excerpts from 
an oral history with the late architect John Lautner. 

Lair features villains’ homes from fifteen films, including  
Dr. Strangelove, The Incredibles, Blade Runner 2049,  
and You Only Live Twice.

*50 Books | 50 Covers AIGA (American Institute of 

Graphic Arts), Winner, Book Category

*Official Selection Award of the 10th Edition of the Festival 

International du Livre D’Art et du Film

PLAY BOOK TRAILER

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7I0awGg3fd4
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Locust Projects: The 20th 
Anniversary Retrospective 
by Locust Projects 

Publication Date | May 7, 2019 | Trade edition
Paperback » French-Fold Binding   
360 Pages 
Color Illustrations Throughout 
9.6 x 7.6 in. 
$50.00 ($64.14 CAN) 
978-1-7322978-1-4

Locust Projects was founded in 1998 by 
Miami-based artists Elizabeth Withstandley, 
Westen Charles, and COOPER. The not-
for-profit exhibition space has grown from 
a grassroots endeavor for emerging visual 
artists to the foremost alternative art space in 
the Southeast, showcasing the work of local, 
national, and international artists who create 
site-specific installations unconstrained 
by commercial concerns or the typical 
limitations of conventional exhibition spaces. 
In addition to exhibitions and an artist 
residency, Locust Projects offers public 
programs and community collaborations.

Locust Projects is a leading alternative art space, 
located in Miami, that for the past twenty years has 
offered contemporary visual artists the freedom 
to experiment with new ideas. Locust's ethos of 
encouraging exploration and breaking boundaries 
has, at times, extended to the very integrity of 
its physical space (think jackhammered floors). 
This volume celebrates the institution’s twentieth 
anniversary with a comprehensive visual record 
of exhibitions and projects, a written timeline, 
and extensive quotes. Included are projects by 
renowned artists such as Daniel Arsham, Matthew 
Brannon, Nathan Carter, William Cordova, Nicole 
Eisenman, Martha Friedman, Theaster Gates, Liam 
Gillick, Francesca DiMattio, Jim Drain, Kori Newkirk, 
Ruben Ochoa, Jon Pylypchuk, Martine Syms and 
Simón Vega, and Antonia Wright. The volume 
includes text by director Lorie Mertes and board 
members Steve Lanster and Debra and Dennis 
Scholl.

The innovative book design, like Locust Projects 
itself, experiments with convention. Visually 
referencing a calendar, the volume leads readers 
on a voyage of discovery through the organization’s 
history, with each year’s images visually bleeding 
into the next across French-fold pages. The cover’s 
thin strips of images are details from installation 
photos.

*Silver medalist, Florida Authors & Publishers 

Association President's Book Awards

*First prize for exhibition catalogue design, 

American Alliance of Museums
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The Hidden Life Around Us: 
Bioblitz Aspen, Exploring the Rich Diversity 
of Species in Our Backyard
by Aspen Center for Environmental Studies (ACES)

Publication Date | August 4, 2020 | Trade edition
Hardcover  » Smyth Sewn Binding 
304 Pages 
Color Illustrations Throughout 
8.5 x 11.5 in. 
$55.00 ($70.34 CAN) 
978-1-7347617-9-5

Aspen Center for Environmental Studies 
(ACES) is a non-profit environmental science 
education organization headquartered in 
Aspen, Colorado that has been educating 
children and adults for environmental 
responsibility for more than fifty years. 
ACES’s work focuses on ecological 
literacy, regenerative agriculture, forest 
and ecosystem health, climate resilience, 
land restoration, and environmental civic 
leadership. The Hidden Life Around Us was 
co-edited by Chris Lane, CEO of ACES; 
Adam McCurdy, director of climate and forest 
at ACES; and Andrea Gollin, managing editor 
at Tra Publishing.

What species are in your backyard? Are you 

aware of them? And are you protecting them? 

These are some of the questions that Aspen 

Center for Environmental Studies (ACES) hopes 

you will think about when you read The Hidden 

Life Around Us. This impactful and beautiful 

coffee table book showcases the species 

of Aspen with stunning photographs and 

thoughtful text.

This book grew out of a bioblitz to survey 

the species at Hallam Lake Nature Preserve, 

ACES's campus in the heart of Aspen. On this 

twenty-five-acre tract of wetland with a five-acre 

lake, 422 species have been identified. Eighty-

one of those species are showcased in the 

book through striking color photographs and 

brief, fascinating descriptions. The text includes 

a foreword by Bruce Finley, environmental 

writer for The Denver Post; an essay about 

biodiversity; and an essay by acclaimed nature 

photographer and filmmaker Pete McBride.
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Spirit of Place - Trade Edition
by Oppenheim Architecture

P. 72

Publication Date | June 4, 2019  | Trade edition
Paperback with Dust Jacket  »  Lay Flat Binding 
236 Pages, 120 Photographs  
9 x 13 x in. 
$45.00 ($57.50 CAN) 
978-1-7322978-2-1

Chad Oppenheim is a Miami-based 
architect whose work has been praised for 
its ability to transform the prosaic into the 
poetic. A graduate of Cornell University and  
a Fellow of the American Institute of 
Architects, Oppenheim has lectured widely 
and has taught at several architecture 
schools, including Harvard University’s 
Graduate School of Design. In 1999, he 
founded Oppenheim Architecture (Miami, 
Basel, New York), which has garnered global 
recognition for largescale urban architecture, 
hotels and resorts, private residences, 
interiors, and furnishings. Oppenheim 
Architecture has received more than seventy 
industry awards and distinctions, including 
the Silver Medal for Design, the highest 
distinction bestowed by the Miami Chapter 
of the American Institute of Architects, and 
the Cooper Hewitt 2018 National Design 
Award. The firm’s work has been featured in 
numerous publications, including The New 
York Times and Architectural Record. 

“For thousands of years, civilization has 
constructed its buildings on the land. We prefer 
to construct our buildings with the land, where 
architecture recedes and becomes a frame,” 
writes Chad Oppenheim. These words are the 
theme of Spirit of Place, the first monograph of 
the work of Oppenheim Architecture. Through 
passion and sensitivity towards man and nature, 
the firm creates monumental yet silent work that 
invokes a site’s inherent power.

The book, with 120 stunning photographs 
and minimal text, features seven of the firm’s 
projects, ranging in scale and location from 
homes in the Bahamas and Aspen to a 
resort in the Jordanian desert. The projects 
are categorized by each site’s predominant 
natural element: dune, desert, stream, river, 
sea, canyon, and peninsula. The images, like 
the architecture, focus on and celebrate the 
natural world, illustrating Oppenheim’s design 
philosophy that “form follows feeling.” The 
volume includes text by Chad Oppenheim, 
Val K. Warke, Antón García-Abril, and Mark 
Jarzombek.
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Spirit of Place -  
Collector's Edition 
by Oppenheim Architecture

Publication Date | March 1, 2018 | Collector's Edition
Hard-shell Slipcase  »  Book Sleeve  
236 Pages, 120 Photographs 
Lay Flat Binding  
9 x 13 x in. 
$175.00 ($223.61 CAN) 
978-0-9986931-1-8

Chad Oppenheim is a Miami-based 
architect whose work has been praised for 
its ability to transform the prosaic into the 
poetic. A graduate of Cornell University and  
a Fellow of the American Institute of 
Architects, Oppenheim has lectured widely 
and has taught at several architecture 
schools, including Harvard University’s 
Graduate School of Design. In 1999, he 
founded Oppenheim Architecture (Miami, 
Basel, New York), which has garnered global 
recognition for largescale urban architecture, 
hotels and resorts, private residences, 
interiors, and furnishings. Oppenheim 
Architecture has received more than seventy 
industry awards and distinctions, including 
the Silver Medal for Design, the highest 
distinction bestowed by the Miami Chapter 
of the American Institute of Architects, and 
the Cooper Hewitt 2018 National Design 
Award. The firm’s work has been featured in 
numerous publications, including The New 
York Times and Architectural Record. 

“For thousands of years, civilization has 
constructed its buildings on the land. We prefer 
to construct our buildings with the land, where 
architecture recedes and becomes a frame,” 
writes Chad Oppenheim. These words are the 
theme of Spirit of Place, the first monograph of 
the work of Oppenheim Architecture. Through 
passion and sensitivity towards man and nature, 
the firm creates monumental yet silent work that 
invokes a site’s inherent power.

The book, with 120 stunning photographs 
and minimal text, features seven of the firm’s 
projects, ranging in scale and location from 
homes in the Bahamas and Aspen to a 
resort in the Jordanian desert. The projects 
are categorized by each site’s predominant 
natural element: dune, desert, stream, river, 
sea, canyon, and peninsula. The images, like 
the architecture, focus on and celebrate the 
natural world, illustrating Oppenheim’s design 
philosophy that “form follows feeling.” The 
volume includes text by Chad Oppenheim, 
Val K. Warke, Antón García-Abril, and Mark 
Jarzombek. A custom-made bookstand is 
available for the Collector's Edition. 
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Intuitive Alphabet -  
Collector’s Edition 
by Michele Oka Doner

Publication Date | November 15, 2017 | Collector's Edition No. 1-150
Handmade Paper Cover »  Smyth Sewn Binding   
134 Pages, Vellum Uncoated 
56 Color Photographs 
Textured and Recycled Paper 
Original Drawing Signed by the Artist 
10.75 x 16.25 in. 
$1,400.00 ($1,795.93 CAN) 
978-0-9986931-3-2

Michele Oka Doner is an internationally 
renowned artist whose production 
encompasses sculpture, prints, drawings, 
furniture, jewelry, public art, functional 
objects, video, costume and set design, 
and artist’s books. She is well known for 
such permanent art installations as Flight at 
Reagan International Airport and A Walk on 
the Beach at Miami International Airport. Oka 
Doner’s work is found in the collections of 
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Whitney 
Museum of American Art, The Art Institute of 
Chicago, and the Victoria & Albert Museum.

Intuitive Alphabet is, literally, a gift from the sea, 
like life itself. Michele Oka Doner grew up in Miami 
Beach combing the sand for treasures—shells, 
stones, coral—that formed her own alphabet well 
before she knew how to read. In this book, an 
homage to that world of discovery, the renowned 
artist shows us the glyphic forms embedded in the 
treasures she has collected during a lifetime of walks 
on the beach. Intuitive Alphabet is both an artist’s 
book and, yes, an alphabet book, one which conveys 
a profound message about looking and seeing. 
On an even deeper level, Intuitive Alphabet offers 
insights into the way in which language has evolved 
and is learned. 

Minimal text, handwritten by the artist, is paired 
with photographs of sea objects that represent 
forms, such as “A is for Animal," and "S is for 
Spiral.” The result is a thoroughly original, evocative, 
and thought-provoking work that underscores the 
connection between humans and nature

The Collector's Edition features a cover fabricated 
from handmade paper with a naturally deckled edge, 
with the title handwritten by the artist on every copy; 
velum and recycled paper pages; and sewn-together 
pages. A custom-made bookstand is available for 
the Collector's Edition.

PLAY BOOK TRAILER

https://vimeo.com/251383030
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Island in the Light / Isla en la luz 
by The Jorge M. Pérez Family Foundation

Publication Date | July 2, 2019 | Trade Edition
Hardcover » Smyth Sewn Binding 
320 Pages 
56 Color Photographs 
10.24 x 12.9 in 
$60.00 ($76.97 CAN) 
978-1-7322978-5-2

The Jorge M. Pérez Family Foundation 
conceives and/or sponsors cultural projects 
such as Island in the Light / Isla en la luz as 
part of its mission. The foundation fulfills 
the philanthropic vision of Jorge M. Pérez, 
chairman and CEO of The Related Group, 
and his family. The foundation supports 
programs and organizations focused on 
the arts and culture, health and well-being, 
education, the environment, and economic 
development.

Contemporary Cuban art, literature, and music 
meet, mingle, and procreate in Island in the Light / 
Isla en la luz. This bilingual compilation of the work 
of thirty-five artists and thirty writers developed 
from the idea to select art pieces and ask writers 
to respond. The result is a thoroughly original and 
captivating selection of visual arts and literature in 
dialogue that conveys a sense of the essence and 
energy of Cuban arts today.

Artists represented include Tania Bruguera, María 
Magdalena Campos-Pons, Yoan Capote, Teresita 
Fernández, Roberto Fabelo, Carlos Garaicoa, and 
Enrique Martinez Celaya. Among the writers are 
Wendy Guerra, José Kozer, Jorge Enrique Lage, 
Legna Rodríguez Iglesias, Achy Obejas, Leonardo 
Padura, and Reina María Rodríguez. The works are 
drawn from the Jorge M. Pérez Art Collection; the 
majority have been gifted to the Pérez Art Museum 
Miami (PAMM), while the others are promised 
gifts to PAMM. The volume also includes music: 
Pavel Urkiza composed original scores inspired by 
several of the selections. In addition to the short 
stories, poems, and essays inspired by the artwork, 
the volume includes commentary and critical 
essays by Jorge M. Pérez, Carlos Garaicoa, and 
Wendy Guerra and Leonardo Padura. 
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Rita Blitt: Around 
and Round

Heroes: A Tribute - 
Trade Edition

Publication Date | September 15, 2020 | Trade edition
Hardcover  » Smyth Sewn Binding 
144 Pages 
114 Color Photographs 
9 x 11 in. 
$45.00 ($57.73 CAN) 
978-1-7322978-4-5

Publication Date | August 4 2020 | Trade edition
Hardcover  » Smyth Sewn Binding 
304 Pages 
Color Illustrations Throughout 
8.5 x 11.5 in. 
$55.00 ($70.34 CAN) 
978-1-7347617-9-5

Mulvane Art Museum at Washburn 
University in Topeka, Kansas, houses Rita 
Blitt's legacy collection and is home to the 
Rita Blitt Gallery and Sculpture Garden. 
The oldest art museum in Kansas, Mulvane 
Art Museum opened in 1924 and houses a 
collection that while international in scope, 
focuses on the works of artists from Kansas 
and the Moutain Plains. Connie Gibbons, 
director of the museum and chief curator 
of the Rita Blitt collection, edited Rita Blitt: 
Around and Round. 

Doug Meyer is a conceptual artist and 
designer based in New York City, with work 
that ranges from creating site-specific 
spaces to curating museum exhibitions. His 
recent work focuses on three-dimensional art 
pieces, including the heroes’ portraits, and 
his ongoing Cameos series. He has created 
collections of fabric, wallpaper, rugs, lighting, 
and tiles with his brother, fashion designer 
Gene Meyer. His work has been published 
worldwide.

Rita Blitt: Around and Round is an overview 

of more than sixty years of work by Rita 

Blitt (b. 1931), a renowned contemporary 

American artist. Blitt’s dynamic body of work 

is distinguished by the sense of joy expressed 

through her pieces—sculptures, paintings, 

drawings, video, and more. Her work has 

been showcased in more than seventy one-

person exhibitions and has been acquired by 

many museums and private collections. Her 

sculptures, some of them as tall as sixty feet, 

can be found throughout the U.S. and in Japan, 

Australia, and Singapore

The book presents a thoughtful selection of 

Blitt’s artwork, with a particular focus on the 

paintings and drawings that form the core of her 

studio practice and that are often studies for 

her highly acclaimed sculptures. More than one 

hundred plates and reproductions are included 

in these pages, along with essays by scholars 

and colleagues that provide context and 

interpretations of Blitt’s work and practice.

Heroes: A Tribute pays homage to fifty brilliant, 
creative figures who were early victims of AIDS and 
AIDS-related illnesses. Through captivating, three-
dimensional portraits that reflect core aspects of 
each individual, artist Doug Meyer celebrates the lives 
and accomplishments of pioneers from the worlds of 
art, design, film, and dance—people such as Robert 
Mapplethorpe, Keith Haring, Rudolph Nureyev, Freddie 
Mercury, Rock Hudson, John Duka, Tina Chow, Klaus 
Nomi, Halston, and Angelo Donghia. In addition to 
honoring the individuals portrayed, Meyer hopes to 
highlight their contributions for younger generations.

Heroes began as an installation at a DIFFA (Design 
Industries Foundation Fighting AIDS) event and grew 
into a traveling exhibition. The portraits vary significantly 
in form, material, and style, and incorporate drawing, 
painting, sculpture, and photography. Meyer often blends 
techniques and media, such as terracotta, églomisé, 
papier-mâché, and computer-generated collage. The text 
includes essays by Meyer and contributing writer Beth 
Dunlop as well as short biographies of each hero. The 
Trade Edition was produced in response to the popularity 
of the Art and Collector’s editions and includes additional 
pages from Meyer’s sketchbooks showing his process, 
new photography of the portraits, a graphic redesign 
featuring colorful backgrounds for the portraits, and 
reorganized editorial content.

*Bronze medalist, Florida Authors & Publishers 

Association President's Book Awards
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Ilona Oppenheim 
Publisher and Creative Director  
Ilona is a graphic designer and author with 
over two decades of sophisticated graphic 
design and high-end branding experience. 
She grew up in Switzerland, where she began 
her graphic design career working with luxury 
brands including Clinique La Prairie, Niki de 
Saint Phalle perfume, and Swiss Perfection 
cosmetics. Tra Publishing builds on her 
experience as the founder and principal of 
Ilona Creative Studio (ICS), a branding and 
graphic design studio that works extensively 
with clients in art, fashion, real estate, and 
hospitality. She is also the author of Savor, 
a cookbook of rustic recipes inspired by 
forest, field, and farm, published by Artisan. 
Her love of books and belief in the value 
of experiencing books as physical objects 
inspired her to found Tra and to commit to the 
highest level of quality.

Andrea Gollin 
Managing Editor 
Andrea is an editor, writer, and project 
manager with more than twenty years of 
experience for a variety of publications, 
organizations, and audiences. She has 
edited dozens of books, museum exhibition 
catalogues, and academic journals, primarily 
in the fields of art, architecture, and urban 
planning. Her clients include The Wolfsonian 
Museum, Vizcaya Museum and Gardens, 
the High Museum of Art, the Dallas Museum 
of Art, The Bass Museum, University of 
Miami, Nantucket Island School of Design 
and the Arts, and multiple graphic design 

firms. She has been on staff at magazines 
and newspapers, and her journalism and 
book reviews have appeared in publications 
including The Miami Herald, The Washington 
Post, New York Newsday, Entertainment 
Weekly, and Salon.com. Her fiction has been 
published in several literary journals.

Ileana Oroza 
Copy Editor
Ileana brings decades of extensive editorial 
experience to Tra. After a career as a 
lecturer at the University of Miami’s School 
of Communication and as an editor at The 
Miami Herald, she is now a freelance editor 
with a focus on cultural issues and Latin 
American affairs. Among the positions she 
held during twenty years at The Herald were 
arts editor and assistant managing editor. At 
the University of Miami, Ileana taught a wide 
variety of journalism classes, including editing 
and features reporting. 

Andrea Burnett 
Public Relations Consultant 
Andrea has over twenty years of innovative 
public relations and marketing experience. 
She creates highly visible and successful 
campaigns for award-winning publishers 
across the globe. With a robust background 
in publishing, Andrea has worked with 
authors in virtually every artistic discipline 
and boasts an impressive list of media 
contacts.

Jefferson Quintana 
Art Director and Senior Graphic Designer 
Jeff is a venezuelan graphic designer and 
illustrator currently living in Miami. He 
determines the overall style and tone desired 
for Tra’s projects and develops design 
concepts. Prior to joining Tra, Jeff illustrated 
and designed the children’s book La Tía 
Berta, which was selected as one of the 2014 
White Ravens books by the Internationale 
Jugendbibliothek (International Youth Library) 
in Munich. Many of his other works have been 
recognized in Spain, Germany, Slovakia, 
Canada, and the United States. In addition 
to his professional experience, Jeff has also 
developed investigative and artistic and 
creative projects specialized piñata making, 
a passion that he’s had since childhood.

Jessica Faroy
Publishing Assistant 
Jessica is a copywriter, editor, and author. 
She has worked with a handful of indie 
publishers and small presses, specializing 
in nonfiction and children’s literature. At Tra, 
she divides her time between publicity, sales, 
and editorial departments. Originally from 
Havana, Jessica currently lives in Miami.

Tra has assembled an exceptional team of 
editors, designers, marketing professionals, 
and consultants who bring a wealth of talent 
and experience to bear on each title. 
Tra’s team is multinational and multilingual, 
lending a unique and global perspective 
to the endeavor of creating its beautifully 
crafted books.

trapublishing.com 
@trapublishing

245 NE 37th St. 
Miami, FL 33137

For advance review copies, interview  
requests, marketing, and online media  
requests, please contact:  
Jessica Faroy 
Email: jfaroy@trapublishing.com

To reach Tra directly, please contact: 
Email: info@trapublishing.com 
Tel: 305 209 7286

For corporate bulk sales, please contact: 
Ilona Oppenheim  
Email: ioppenheim@trapublishing.com 
Tel: 305.582.4257

For distribution and retail inquiries,  
please contact our distributor:* 
Simon & Schuster, Inc. 
Order Processing Department 
100 Front St. 
Riverside, NJ 08075 
US SAN# 2002442

Tel U.S. Customer Service: 800 223 2336  
Tel Canadian Customer Service: 800 268 3216  
Fax U.S.: 800 943 9831 
Fax Canadian: 888 849 8151 
Email U.S: purchaseorders@simonandschuster.com  
Email Canadian: canadianorders@simonandschuster.com

Electronic direct ordering: 
U.S. S&S PUBNET SAN# 2566044  
Canadian S&S PUBNET SAN# 1154788

For special sales inquiries or to find a gift showroom,  
please contact the S&S special sales department: 
Email: business@simonandschuster.com 
Tel: 866 506 1949

*Please contact Tra Publishing directly for sales information for 
The Hidden Life Around Us by Aspen Center for Environmental 
Studies, Act Natural by Cristina Lei Rodriguez, Intuitive Alphabet 
Collector’s Set by Michele Oka Doner, and Spirit of Place 
Collector’s Set by Oppenheim Architecture. These are available 
for purchase only through Tra Publishing’s website 
or by contacting the company.

http://trapublishing.com
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